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Hearing the urging, Yue Feng didn’t know whether to laugh or cry: “The stone steps are
so slippery, and I’m still holding you, how can you walk fast? Otherwise, I’ll put you
down first, go up to explore the way, and you’ll be left alone. Here?”
When he said this, Yue Feng’s tone was relaxed, but his eyes flashed with slyness.
He could see that although Lin Ping was strong on the surface, he was actually very
timid. This place was pitch-dark, and he definitely wouldn’t dare to stay here alone.
“I…”
Sure enough, hearing this, Lin Ping bit her lip tightly: “How can I stay here alone?”
After speaking, Lin Ping concealed her inner tension and continued: “This stone At the
end of the steps, I don’t know if there is any danger, Master asked me to protect your
safety before, if something happens to you, how can I explain to Master?”
Haha…
Hearing these words, Yue Feng couldn’t help it. Secretly laughed.
This Lin Ping is really interesting, she is obviously afraid, but in turn said she wants to
protect me…
Thinking to herself, Yue Feng nodded with a smile: “I know, I will trouble Miss Lin to
protect me later.”
Hearing Yue Feng With the teasing in her tone, Lin Ping’s delicate face suddenly turned
red: “Since you know, why are you laughing? Are you laughing at me?”
“No…”
“You don’t dare to measure… “
The bickering between the two kept ringing on the stone steps.
…..
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the other side.

The first elder and several companions searched nearby for a long time, but still could
not find Lin Ping’s whereabouts. In an instant, the elder’s face was extremely ugly, and
his heart was unknown.
Mad!
At this time, the first elder couldn’t help but scolded: “A living person, can he still
disappear?”
He failed to pursue Li Suqiu before, but now he has found nothing in finding Lin Ping.
The successive failures made the first elder completely impatient. What made him even
more angry was that his disciple Chen Yan also disappeared.
Feeling the anger of the Great Elder, several people around also frowned secretly, and
they couldn’t help but murmured.
“Strange, I heard Lin Ping shouting here just now.”
“Yeah, we are not slow, why can’t we find anyone in a blink of an eye?”
“I think we should be careful, in this secret realm, the agency Heavy, maybe, Lin Ping
fell into a trap.” The
last person’s guess aroused everyone’s approval.
However, the elder’s face was still extremely gloomy, and he said coldly, “Whether Li
Suqiu and Lin Ping fell into a trap, we must find their whereabouts.”
Li Suqiu is one of the nine elders, although usually Low-key, but she also has a certain
influence among the disciples of Mingyuemen. She has already torn her face just now,
so she is absolutely not allowed to leave the secret realm alive.
“Elder!”
At this moment, a call came from not far away, and then, the second elder came quickly
with his accompanying disciples, his face could not hide the excitement.
When they got to the front, the second elder smiled and said, “The trap at the entrance
of the palace has been broken by us, and now we can enter.” The
second elder and the first elder are the same raccoon dog, and have been secretly
supporting the first elder as the door owner. , The Great Elder has two goals, one goal
is to win the competition first, and the second goal is to enter the palace on the top of
the mountain.

However, many traps were deployed at the entrance of the palace on the top of the
mountain. After the first elder tried unsuccessfully to enter, he handed over the task of
breaking the trap to the second elder.
Haha…
Hearing this, the Great Elder was overjoyed, and nodded repeatedly: “Okay, very good.”
The palace on the top of the mountain has always been mysterious. Before the Mingyue
Sect sent people to investigate, all failed, and even the sect master disappeared. And
now, finally being able to enter the palace to take a peek, why is the Great Elder
unhappy?
At this moment, the more excited the Great Elder thought, he raised his hand and
waved: “Let’s go, let’s explore the palace first.” The voice fell, and he took the lead in
walking towards the palace on the top of the mountain.
The two elders quickly followed.
Soon, at the entrance of the palace complex, I saw that the trap next to the stone gate
had been destroyed. The huge one was behind the stone gate, and there was a wide
passage leading to the front hall.
On both sides of the passage, there are some huge stone statues, which are very
oppressive at first glance.
call!
Seeing this, the first elder couldn’t help but took a deep breath and said slowly: “It is
rumored that the palace in the Sunflower Secret Realm was once the site of
Xianyumen, and it seems that it should not be wrong now.”
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When he said this, the Great Elder couldn’t hide the excitement on his face.
Whoa!
The voice fell, and the second elders and everyone next to them were also in an uproar,
and their faces were shocked.
Xianyumen is the most mysterious sect in Tianxin Continent thousands of years ago. It
is said that the people of Xianyumen have the ability to communicate with heaven and
earth.

In particular, the exercises of Xianyumen are even more mysterious. It is said that after
practicing, they can become immortals.
Of course, these are all rumors.
“Elder!”
Finally, the second elder was the first to react and couldn’t help but say, “This is the site
of Xianyumen? How can you see it?”
The first elder pointed to the stone carvings on both sides of the passage, and said
slowly: “The Fall of the Past Dynasties Among the destroyed sects, only Xianyumen
likes to erect statues to express their awe of heaven and earth.”
“I read an ancient book before, and there are some sporadic records about Xianyumen.
I can’t go wrong.
” At that time, the elders were all smiles.
Haha…
Hearing these words, the second elder and the others were all excited.
Great, I didn’t expect this to be the ruins of Xianyumen. Since it is a ruins, there is a
possibility that there will be mysterious exercises of Xianyumen…
Thinking of this, everyone can’t wait.
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At this time, the first elder was also very excited. He quickly walked along the passage
and walked towards the main hall. The second elder and everyone quickly followed.
hiss….
When I arrived at the main hall, I saw the scene in front of me. Whether it was the first
elder, the second elder, and others, they all opened their mouths and were
dumbfounded.
I saw that the hall in front of me was really too big. The space inside was the size of ten
basketball courts, paved with white jade slabs, and the dozen or so white pillars
supporting the hall were carved with exquisite patterns.
On the surrounding walls, there is a huge fairyland ink painting, which makes people
feel relaxed and happy.

Spectacular!
Seeing this scene, everyone was extremely shocked.
After more than ten seconds, the second elder couldn’t hide his excitement, and said to
the first elder: “The first elder is right, this is really the main altar of Xianyumen…” After
speaking
, the second elder looked around He circled around and said to the other people: “For a
long time, the secret realm of sunflowers is a forbidden area, and only the sect master is
qualified to enter the exploration. If it wasn’t for the sunflower competition held by the
elders this time, we would not have the chance to enter here. It seems that this is God’s
will.”
“The former sect master has been missing for so long. I am afraid that it has been a lot
of misfortune. In my opinion, the result of the competition is not important. The most
qualified to be the sect master is only the elder.”
Shah!
The last word fell, the second elder took a step forward, knelt down at the first elder,
and said loudly: “Subordinate, see the door master.”
After the first elder became the door owner, the second elder would be one person
below ten thousand people. , which was negotiated before.
Huh…
Seeing this, several people around looked at each other and knelt down to the Great
Elder, shouting in unison.
“I have seen the sect master!”
“My subordinates see the sect master…”
Facing the scene, the Great Elder was in a good mood, couldn’t help laughing, raised
his hand and said, “Okay, okay, get up, if you find the secret art of Xianyumen later, you
all have a share. “
The Great Elder was very excited at this time.
It seems that today’s luck is not bad. Although he did not catch Li Suqiu, he successfully
entered the palace. If he can obtain the secret book of mysterious arts hidden in the
palace, Mingyuemen will surely be able to carry forward in the rivers and lakes in the
future.

“Many thanks to the sect master!”
When they heard the words of the first elder, everyone present was very excited and
expressed their gratitude. Then, one by one stood up.
Swish….
At this moment, footsteps came from the passage outside the hall, and then, four
people entered the hall one after another.
It was the fifth and sixth elders, and their accompanying disciples.
Um?
The moment they entered the hall, when they saw the great elders, the fifth elders and
the elders Liu all frowned secretly.
In the past year, there has been no news from the sect master. Although the first elder
is temporarily acting as the sect master, he is not alone. The fifth elder and the elder Liu
have publicly opposed the first elder more than once.
Seeing them, the elder also frowned secretly.
The fifth elder and the elder Liu are not slow, they even found this place.
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Muttering in my heart, the elder elder looked cold and arrogant.
Swish!
At this moment, the second elder took a step forward, first looked at the fifth elder, then
the sixth elder, and said with a smile: “You two are here just in time.” After speaking
, the second elder pointed to the majestic hall in front of him: ” Did you see this hall? It
was the main altar of Xianyumen thousands of years ago. If it weren’t for the
competition held by the Great Elder recently, we would not have the chance to see it.
No, oh no, it’s the sect master.” When the
last word fell, the second elder signaled, “Just now we unanimously decided to support
the first elder as the new sect master, you come over to greet me.”
When he said this, the second elder He has been paying attention to the expression of
the elder.
Um!

Seeing the performance of the second elder, the first elder nodded silently, his eyes full
of approval.
What? Is he the doorman?
Hearing these words, the expressions of the fifth and sixth elders changed. They looked
at each other with deep resistance in their eyes. The first elder was ruthless and his
methods were despicable. Trapped in a doom and gloom.
Because of this, the two of them have been against the Great Elder before.
At this time, when they heard that the second elder was going to recommend him as the
sect master, the fifth elder and the sixth elder were naturally ten thousand dissatisfied.
“Haha!” The
fifth elder quickly reacted. He took a step forward and said coldly, “The competition is
not over yet. It seems a little too early to say that we want to support the new sect
master.
” The fifth elder gave the first elder a contemptuous look.
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When the words fell, the sixth elder also sneered and said: “Yes, not to mention the
recent competition, even if there is no competition, in terms of his character and
qualifications, he is not qualified to be the sect master.”
Shuh!
Hearing the words of the two of them, the elder’s face instantly turned gloomy. Mad,
these two people are really hateful. Even if they don’t agree with me as the sect master,
they even said in public that I have no qualifications?
Really looking for death.
Feeling the anger of the first elder, the fifth and sixth elders did not panic at all, and
looked at him without fear.
For a time, the atmosphere in the hall was indescribably depressing.
“Presumptuous!”
At this moment, the second elder couldn’t help shouting angrily, and scolded the fifth
elder and the two: “If the first elder hadn’t held a competition recently, we wouldn’t know

the origin of this palace, and also, The first elder is very powerful and ranks first among
the nine elders, so why is he not qualified to be the sect master?” The
voice fell, and the others around couldn’t help but shout angrily.
“That’s right, the two of you are looking for trouble sincerely.”
“The first elder is not qualified, are you qualified?”
Facing the angry shouts of the crowd, the fifth and sixth elders looked at each other with
indescribable contempt on each other’s faces. .
Then, the fifth elder said lightly: “Whatever you say, in short, anyone can be the sect
master, but he can’t.” The last word fell, and the fifth elder raised his hand and pointed
to the first elder.
Swish!
Being so provoked by others, the Great Elder couldn’t bear it anymore, and said coldly,
“You are courting death!” When the voice fell, he had to do it himself. But was stopped
by the second elder.
The two of them were embarrassed, and in this case, the second elder naturally had to
behave well.
“To deal with the two of them, why should the sect master take action in person?” The
second elder looked confident and locked onto the fifth elder: “You keep saying that the
first elder is not qualified to be the sect master, well, then I will come to ask for advice,
what strength do you have? .”
Om!
The last word fell, the second elder flashed, raised his hand and called the fifth elder
directly.
Seeing the second elder calling with a palm, the fifth elder snorted coldly, “I’m afraid you
won’t succeed?” The moment the voice fell, he also greeted him with a palm.
Bang…
In the blink of an eye, the palms of the two sides collided, and a dull sound was heard,
and then the second elder and the fifth elder were shaken back more than ten steps at
the same time, and the faces of each other were pale.
Obviously, neither side took advantage of the palms just now.

After stabilizing his figure, the fifth elder snorted coldly and mocked at the second elder:
“The strength is not very good.”
“Come again!”
Hearing the mockery, the second elder looked gloomy, shouted at that time, and fought
with the fifth elder again. .
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Speaking of which, the strength of the fifth elder and the second elder is comparable,
but the fifth elder killed Xunlang at the foot of the mountain before, which consumed a
lot of strength. At this time, under the fierce battle, he was gradually suppressed by the
second elder.
“Elder Five, I’m here to help you!”
Seeing this situation, Elder Six couldn’t think about it, and shouted and rushed to help.
However, the first elder did not give him a chance at all, and said to the few people
behind him: “Take him.”
Whoosh swish… After
hearing the order, several people did not hesitate, and they burst out one after another,
quickly surrounding the sixth elder.
In the face of the siege, the sixth elder was furious and shouted at the first elder, “I knew
that your proposal to hold a sunflower competition this time had bad intentions, and now
you are finally showing a fox’s tail.”
Hehe…
Hearing this, The first elder smiled coldly: “Don’t talk nonsense, you two have been
against me, I have long thought to get rid of you, but you are considered talents after so
many years in Mingyuemen, so now I will give you two a chance , surrender to me
immediately, support me as the sect master, and the previous grievances will be written
off.”
Seriously, the first elder really wanted to kill them immediately, but the other party is an
elder after all, and he really wants to die here, and when he goes out, it will inevitably
cause a stir. The disciples are dissatisfied.
So, still recruiting.
However, the sixth elder was unmoved at all, and coldly recovered two words: “Dream!”

“I don’t know how to lift up!”
Seeing the other party’s firm attitude, the first elder didn’t bother to talk nonsense, and
immediately waved his hand to signal everyone to do it.
Buzz…
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In an instant, everyone burst out and shot at the sixth elder.
The six elders were not afraid at all, and drew out their long swords and fought fiercely
with the crowd. At the same time, the two accompanying disciples also exploded in
strength and joined the battlefield.
Bang bang bang…
For a time, the sound of swords colliding, and the sound of fighting, constantly
resounded in the hall.
At this moment, in the secret passage behind the west wall of the main hall, Yue Feng
carried Lin Ping on his back, and finally arrived here after half an hour.
call!
At the moment of entering the secret passage, Yue Feng took a deep breath, put Lin
Ping down, and said, “We should have entered the interior of the palace now.”
The secret passage in front of him was obviously different from the previous stone
steps, so there was nothing wrong with it.
“How do you know?” Lin Ping seldom walks the rivers and lakes and is inexperienced.
Hearing what Yue Feng said at this time, he couldn’t help but ask.
Uh…
Yue Feng scratched his head and said with a smile, “I guess.”
Just as they were talking, the two heard the sound of fighting coming from the other side
of the wall, which was very intense.
“Someone is fighting on the other side.” Lin Ping’s delicate face suddenly became
serious, she put her ear against the wall and listened carefully, her eyebrows furrowed:
“It seems to be the first elder, and the fifth and sixth elders are in a fight. “…”

After speaking, Lin Ping said bitterly: “The first elder is really sinister and despicable. He
first dealt with my master, and now he is dealing with the fifth and sixth elders. It seems
that the master guessed well before. The first elder held the competition this time. In the
name, come to eradicate dissidents.”
“I don’t know where Master is now, what’s going on…”
Muttering to herself, Lin Ping was very worried.
Yue Feng did not respond, but looked at the long and narrow secret passage in front of
him, thoughtful.
If your guess is correct, your current position is in the side wall of a large hall. The
people who built these palaces are quite skilled, and even set up secret passages in the
wall.
While thinking about it, Yue Feng probed forward along the secret road. After turning
around, Yue Feng suddenly had a rough outline in his mind.
This secret passage seems simple, but it is actually very particular. It is arranged
according to the Nine Palaces and Eight Monsters. The secret passage extends in all
directions and is connected to other palaces.
But this couldn’t stop Yue Feng.
“Hey!” Lin Ping frowned when she saw Yue Feng come back in a circle: “What are you
running around? I didn’t tell you, don’t rush in casually? What if you
touch any organs?”
Tao, it’s really worrying.
Facing the accusation, Yue Feng scratched his head and smiled: “I just want to see if
there is a way out.”
Lin Ping rolled his eyes: “Have you found a way out?”
“No!”
Yue Feng shrugged and shook his head: “This is The secret passage extends in all
directions, like a labyrinth, and there will be no way out for a while.”
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In fact, Yue Feng could go out with his eyes closed for this kind of nine palace gossip
array, just to hide his identity, so Lin Ping would not know about it.

Oops!
Hearing this, Lin Ping was so anxious: “If I can’t get out, won’t I be trapped here?”
Lin Ping leaned against the wall in a dejected manner. Now I have strayed into a
labyrinth-like place again, and today is really unlucky.
Click!
However, the moment Lin Ping leaned against the wall, he just touched a hidden button
on the top, and heard a slight vibration, a hidden door on the wall opened a gap.
“Yeah!”
Lin Ping was startled and exclaimed, “There’s a door here. Great, let’s…” Excited, she
saw the scene inside the hall through the crack of the door, and quickly covered it.
mouth.
I saw that in the center of the hall, the second elder and the fifth elder and the sixth
elder were fighting endlessly.
call!
At this moment, Yue Feng couldn’t help but let out a sigh of relief. This girl was lucky
enough to find her life by accident.
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng also looked towards the hall through the crack of the
door.
I saw that the fifth and sixth elders, under the siege of the crowd, were pale, and they
were obviously about to be unable to hold on.
Seeing this scene, Lin Ping raised her heart. Among the nine elders of Mingyuemen,
except for her master, the fifth and sixth elders were the most upright.
Now the whereabouts of the master is unknown. If the fifth and sixth elders also have an
accident, then the entire Mingyuemen will really fall into the hands of the first elder.
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lol…
At this moment, a muffled hum came.
I saw that the fifth elder was stabbed in the back, and the blood was dripping.

Seeing this situation, the sixth elder wanted to come over to help, but was blocked by a
few people in front of him and couldn’t rush over.
“Want to help? Hehe, you can’t save your own life, do you still want to save people?”
At this time, the second elder said with a sneer, leaping forward, and stabbed the sixth
elder in the abdomen with a sword.
puff!
This sword directly penetrated the entire lower abdomen of the sixth elder, and blood
poured out all at once.
The sixth elder was dripping with cold sweat. At this time, he couldn’t hold it any longer.
He stumbled, and finally he couldn’t hold it, and he half-knelt on the ground.
“I’ll give you one more chance.”
At this time, the first elder had a gloomy face and said coldly, “From today onwards, do
things for me.”
Hearing this, the fifth and sixth elders looked at the last words, and both A look of
determination.
call!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng couldn’t help but nodded in approval.
These two are very strong, and they are not afraid of death.
“Very good!”
Seeing this situation, the first elder flashed killing intent in his eyes, and said coldly:
“Since you are obsessed with it, don’t blame me for disregarding the suits of your fellow
sect.”
After speaking, he signaled the second elder to do it.
After receiving the order, the second elder didn’t talk nonsense, clenched his sword
tightly, and took the lead in stabbing the fifth elder’s heart.
At this time, the fifth elder was dripping with blood and had no strength to dodge at all.
He could only open the second elder’s long sword, getting closer and closer…
no!

Seeing this, Lin Ping bit her lip tightly and said to herself, “I’m going to help.” As she
spoke, she endured the pain in her feet and prepared to rush out.
“Shameless, go to hell!”
However, at this moment, there was a coquettish shout from the east of the main hall,
and then a slender figure burst out, and the long sword drew a cold glow in the air,
straight towards The Great Elder came after the heart.
It was Li Suqiu.
An hour ago, after Li Suqiu fell into the trap, she followed the underground passage to
find a way out, and finally entered the secret passage in the outer wall of the hall by
mistake.
Moreover, Li Suqiu, like Lin Ping, accidentally opened a secret door and saw the
situation in the main hall.
At this time, seeing that the fifth elder was about to die under the sword, Li Suqiu did not
hesitate at that time, and decisively attacked the elder from behind.
Um?
At this moment, the Great Elder sensed danger coming from behind him, and
instinctively looked back, seeing Li Suqiu’s moment, he was furious: “It’s you…”
At this time, the Great Elder never thought that he was going around before. The search
could not find Li Suqiu, but in the end she hid in the hall.
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“It’s Master…”
At this time, Lin Ping saw this scene, her delicate face was very excited, but also a little
worried.
The fifth and sixth elders were injured so badly, can Master alone save them?
call!
At the same time, Yue Feng was stunned when he saw Li Suqiu. Speaking of which,
when he was down the mountain, Yue Feng was still worried about her safety. Now that
he is safe and sound, he is relieved for the time being.
However, in the current situation, she rashly attacked, and she was a little impulsive.

At this time in the hall.
Li Suqiu had already arrived in front of the Great Elder, and his delicate face was full of
anger: “You are very ambitious, and you are killing your fellow sect. Now I will take out
your scum under the name of Yumen.” After the
last word fell, Li Suqiu speeded up and grew long. The sword flickered with cold light,
completely covering the Great Elder.
“Sect Master be careful!”
Seeing this scene, the second elder’s expression changed, and he couldn’t help
shouting.
At the same time, the other companions around were also shocked, and together with
the second elder, they wanted to rush up to intercept Li Suqiu, but Li Suqiu was so fast
that it was too late.
call!
Feeling the chill coming from Li Suqiu’s long sword, the first elder was shocked and
angry. At that time, it was too late to dodge, so in a hurry, he had to pull out his long
sword to resist.
Dangdangdang…
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Almost in the blink of an eye, the long swords on both sides collided, and there was a
loud vibration. Because the elder was passive, these swords were completely parrying,
and before there was time to counterattack, Li Suqiu struck again. .
Bang!
This palm was so quick and sharp that the Great Elder didn’t have time to dodge, and
was hit directly on the body. He heard a dull sound, the Great Elder snorted, blood
spurted wildly, and the whole person was shocked and flew out.
Pfft!
After flying for dozens of meters, the elder finally hit a pillar and fell heavily to the
ground. His face was pale, and bursts of pain came, and he almost fainted.
Mad!

At this time, the Great Elder’s anger rose in his heart, and he stared at Li Suqiu like a
poisonous snake. This bitch is really ruthless.
He clearly felt that Li Suqiu’s palm just broke several of his ribs. At this time, the blood in
his body was churning, and his breath was all disordered.
It’s a pity….
Feeling the glaring gaze of the Great Elder, Li Suqiu’s delicate face did not fluctuate at
all, but it was a pity in his heart. The fierce battle at the foot of the mountain before has
consumed a lot of strength, otherwise, the palm of the hand just now is enough to kill
the elder.
Muttering in his heart, Li Suqiu shouted at the fifth and sixth elders, “How are you?” Huh
….
At this time, the fifth and sixth elders, under the fierce battle just now, were dripping with
blood, and they were already covered in blood. Exhausted, when they heard the
question at this time, they all gritted their teeth and shook their heads.
“Don’t worry, you can’t die for the time being!”
“Elder Li, you are here at the right time. Let’s eradicate this scum together.” The
fifth and sixth elders are both resolute people. admit defeat.
Um!
Hearing the answers of the two, Li Suqiu nodded, then rushed towards the Great Elder
again, and shouted tenderly, “Death!” She thought about it, even if she fought for her life
today, she could not let the Great Elder leave alive. Secret realm.
What a crazy woman.
At this time, the Great Elder, the blood in his body was churning, and he had not yet
regained his strength. When he saw Li Suqiu erupting again, he immediately panicked.
At that time, he stumbled up and dodged around the pillar.
While dodging, the first elder shouted at the second elder and the others: “Are you all
blind? Why don’t you come to help?”
When he shouted, the first elder was very angry.
Ma De, his own dignified elder who was about to become the sect master, was chased
and killed by a woman at this time, and he was simply embarrassed.

Whoa!
Hearing the call, the second elder and others reacted and rushed up with a shout.
“Bitch, dare to take action on the first elder, and seek death!”
“Kill her!”
Seeing this, the fifth and sixth elders looked at each other, enduring the severe pain
from the wounds on their bodies, they burst out in unison, and The second elders
stopped them.
“Want to save people? Ask us first.”
“A bunch of scum, let’s fight again…”
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Under the anger, the fifth and sixth elders, waving their long swords, fought with the
second elders again.
They all knew in their hearts that both of them had said that they were seriously injured,
and they were completely unable to kill the Great Elder. The only one who could kill him
was Li Suqiu.
Therefore, we must intercept the two elders, otherwise, Li Suqiu’s raid just now will be in
vain.
“Ma De, court death!”
“Go away!”
Facing the obstruction of the fifth and sixth elders, everyone was furious. kill.
However, the fifth and sixth elders at this time have put their life and death aside.
To deal with such a lifeless person, no one dares to risk their own life.
Beside him, Li Suqiu’s pursuit of the Great Elder continued.
The first elder was very cunning. Although he had received heavy damage just now, he
was able to use the dozens of pillars in the hall to avoid Li Suqiu’s fatal attacks again
and again in the face of Li Suqiu’s pursuit.
“No…”

At this time, Lin Ping, who was hiding in the secret passage, saw the scene in front of
him, and immediately became anxious: “This elder is too cunning, it is too difficult for
Master to kill him alone, I am going to help.”
When the words fell, Lin Ping clenched the long sword and was about to rush out. It’s
just that her sprained foot hasn’t healed yet. Just when she stood up, a pain came and
she almost fell.
well!
Seeing her like this, Yue Feng couldn’t help sighing secretly, and couldn’t help but say:
“Your feet are not good, how can you help?”
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This girl is really simple-minded, you really want to rush over, I’m afraid it won’t help, but
it will make the situation more and more chaotic.
Lin Ping was already upset, and when she heard Yue Feng’s words, she immediately
scolded angrily: “Shut up for me, if it weren’t for you, would I be able to twist my foot? If
nothing can help, it will drag people down.”
Uh….
Hearing this, Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, not knowing whether to laugh or cry.
This girl is really interesting. It was you who accidentally sprained your foot, so how can
you blame me.
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng didn’t care, but scratched his head and said, “I’ll go see
if there is any other way out. If the first elder’s companion finds us, we can run.” After
speaking, Yue Feng was not far away . Go around the corner of the secret road.
Of course, Yue Feng didn’t want to find a way out, but planned to help Li Suqiu’s three
enemies, but in order to hide his identity, Lin Ping couldn’t see this, so he could only find
a hidden place.
“Fear of death!”
Lin Ping’s delicate face was full of contempt, she muttered at Yue Feng’s back, and
then sat on the ground, gently kneading her sprained foot.
In the past, when she sprained her foot, Master helped her knead it, but now the
situation is urgent and she can only rely on herself.

At this time, in the hall, the battle situation became more and more tragic.
The fifth elder and the sixth elder, although they were determined to die, the disparity
between the two sides admitting defeat was too great, and they were soon forced to the
corner of the hall.
Pfft…
At this moment, a tear was heard, and the fifth elder was struck by a sword.
In an instant, blood donations spewed out.
The fifth elder had suffered a lot of injuries, and there was almost no intact place on his
body. At this time, he was hit by a sword, and he couldn’t hold it anymore. At that time,
his body trembled, and he leaned directly against the wall, with his long sword leaning
on it. The ground propped itself up so that it wouldn’t fall.
“Fifth Elder!”
Seeing this situation, the Sixth Elder was extremely grieved and was about to come to
help her with a shout.
However, before he could reach out his hand, the Fifth Elder’s face flashed with
determination, he pushed him a few meters away, and shouted, “I can’t do it anymore,
go and help Elder Li kill that scum, hurry up.
”!
The last word fell, and the fifth elders exerted their last strength to burst out all the
remaining strength in the body. He raised his palm to knock out an enemy in front of
him, and swung his long sword with the other hand to force the second elders. retreat.
Seeing this scene, the eyes of the sixth elder were sour, then nodded, cast his figure,
and rushed towards the first elder.
“Ma De, stop him!”
At this moment, the second elder came to his senses and shouted, about to stop him
with his companions, but was stopped by the fifth elder with a sword.
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“Come, if you want to kill me, come.”
At this time, the five elders were all crazy, although they were crumbling, but facing the
enemy in front of them, they were still unafraid.

“Come on, aren’t you going to kill me? Come on…” The fifth elder’s eyes were blood red
and he kept howling.
Mad!
Seeing this scene, the two elders looked at each other in dismay, and a trace of fear
rose in each other’s hearts.
It’s bloody.
It hurts like this, and he can still stand up!
“Go to Nima!” In the
next second, the second elder reacted and shouted, and the long sword slammed into
the fifth elder’s abdomen. In an instant, blood splattered, dyeing the ground a blood red.
Immediately afterwards, other companions rushed up, and stabbed the five elders with
the long swords in their hands.
Puchi, puchi…
In an instant, the fifth elder was stabbed into a hornet’s nest, like a bloody man, he
swallowed his last breath unwillingly, and fell into a pool of blood, his eyes staring
blankly.
“Five elders!”
At this time, the sixth elder was about to cooperate with Li Suqiu to kill the first elder.
When he looked back and saw the tragic death of the fifth elder, he couldn’t help roaring
wildly.
He and the five elders had the best relationship in the entire Mingyuemen, like brothers.
Seeing him die unexpectedly at this time, his heart was like a knife.
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Fifth Elder…
At the same time, seeing the tragic death of Fifth Elder, Li Suqiu also trembled, and a
sadness rose in his heart.
Although she didn’t have much friendship with the fifth elder, she also knew that the fifth
elder had an upright personality and had paid too much for Mingyuemen for so many
years. Seeing his tragic death at this time, she couldn’t help feeling sad.

Gudong!
At this moment, taking advantage of Li Suqiu’s sentimentality, the first elder hid behind
a pillar, quickly took out a healing medicine from his body, and threw it into his mouth.
After taking the medicine pill, the first elder was full of pride, and mocked at Li Suqiu:
“Bitch, you want my life too? Hey, the fifth is dead, and the next one is the sixth and
you.
” At that time, the Great Elder’s eyes were full of gloom and gloom.
Although several ribs were broken, after taking the healing medicine, he was able to
fight against Li Suqiu.
The first elder has thought about it, and when he finds an opportunity, he must let Li
Suqiu not survive, nor die…. shuh
! Hearing the ridicule of the first elder, Li Suqiu’s delicate face instantly showed a layer
of frost. At that time, her red lips lightly opened, and she said
coldly: “Even if you die, I will pull your back.”
, coming straight to the Great Elder.
The Great Elder smiled and continued to dodge around the pillar.
At this moment, in the secret passage.
Entering the corner, Yue Feng continued to move forward and found the place where Li
Suqiu rushed out. Sure enough, he saw that there was also a secret door here.
well!
At this time, Yue Feng saw the fifth elder who had died tragically in a pool of blood
through the gap in the secret door.
Unexpectedly, it was still a step too late.
Although he didn’t know the fifth elder, Yue Feng was also admired by his pride, and
seeing him die tragically at this time naturally felt very uncomfortable.
“I want you all to die…all of them…”
At this moment, the sixth elder came back to his senses, roared wildly, and burst out
directly at the second elder.

At this time, the sixth elder, under extreme anger, lost his mind in an instant, and
completely forgot to help Li Suqiu kill the first elder. At this time, he just wanted to
avenge the fifth elder.
“Hey…”
Seeing the sixth elder rushing, the second elder grinned: “The fifth is dead, and you and
Li Suqiu can’t make a lot of trouble, so I’ll send you to reunite together underground.”
“Kill him . , I’m going to help the first elder.” The
last word fell, the second elder shook off the blood donation on the long sword, and the
figure erupted, rushing towards Li Suqiu not far away.
Whoa!
The other people quickly dispersed and surrounded the Sixth Elder. In an instant,
several long swords erupted in unison, intertwined into a dazzling sword net, blocking all
the retreats of the six elders.
call!
Faced with this situation, the sixth elder’s frantic face showed a bit of despair. Looking
at the body of the fifth elder, he smiled bitterly: “Brother, I am useless, I failed to avenge
you…” The
voice fell, the sixth elder Desperately closed his eyes.
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Kacha…
Seeing this, Yue Feng, who was hiding behind the secret door, didn’t hesitate at that
time, and quickly broke off a wooden block from the door and flicked it with his fingers.
The failure to save the life of the fifth elder just now made Yue Feng very self-blame. At
this time, the sixth elder must not be allowed to die.
laugh!
In an instant, the wooden block made a sound of breaking through the air and flew out,
heading straight for the people surrounding the sixth elder.
“Huh?”
“What sound?”

The people surrounding the sixth elder didn’t understand what was going on, but when
they heard the sound of breaking the air, they were still instinctively vigilant.
Clap clap…
The next second, a few people didn’t see what was going on, they only felt that there
was a huge shock from the long sword, the arm suddenly became numb, and the long
swords flew out of their hands and fell to the ground. .
This…
In the face of this situation, several people’s faces changed drastically, they clutched
their sore arms and looked around vigilantly.
“What happened just now?”
“It seems to be some hidden weapon that knocked out our long sword.”
“There seems to be a master hidden around…”
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Several people said in surprise, carefully observing the surroundings, but there was a
huge sword in front of them. Palace, apart from yourself, how can there be other
people’s shadows?
The secret door where Yue Feng was hiding was completely integrated with the
surrounding walls, and it was extremely difficult to find unless he was in front of him.
Seeing no one, a few people panicked.
“There’s no one…”
“Mad, it’s really evil, you won’t be in hell.”
“Don’t talk nonsense..”
What’s going on?
The sixth elder was already in despair. Hearing the movement, he couldn’t help but
open his eyes. When he saw the scene in front of him, he was stunned.
I saw the few people in front of them, covering their arms with their hands, all their long
swords falling to the ground, and their faces were full of horror.
How come the long swords in their hands were all knocked out?

Seeing this scene, the sixth elder was shocked, and his heart was inexplicably excited.
Could it be that there is a master hiding around, secretly helping me and Elder Li?
“Kill him first!”
At this moment, several people came to their senses, their eyes locked on the sixth
elder, and then they went to pick up the long sword, ready to start again.
Still not giving up?
Seeing this scene, the corner of Yue Feng’s mouth evoked a sneer, and then he broke
off a few pieces of wood again, used his divine power, and ejected it.
Chi chi chi….
I heard a few smashing sounds. As soon as a few people picked up their long swords,
they were penetrated by a block of wood through their hearts. All of a sudden, their
bodies trembled, and they finally fell to the ground and died.
The moment they fell to the ground, the eyes of several people were filled with
incomparable horror and doubts. They didn’t even know when they were about to die,
by whom they died.
hiss!
At this moment, the sixth elder was completely dumbfounded, and when he saw that the
thing that killed several people turned out to be small pieces of wood, his mind was
buzzing and blank.
Can kill people with a small wooden block.
Who is the other party? This power is too terrifying.
Shocked, the sixth elder looked around and said respectfully, “Thank you for your help, I
am very grateful. If it is convenient, please come and see me.”
When speaking, the sixth elder had a respectful tone and a very sincere expression. .
However, the surroundings were silent, and no one responded at all.
call!
Seeing this situation, the sixth elder breathed a sigh of relief, feeling a little disappointed
in his heart, but he was relieved quickly.

If the other party is a hidden master, he will definitely not show up easily.
Thinking to himself, the sixth elder slowly sat down cross-legged and began to recover
his strength silently. Now that there is a hidden master around, he doesn’t need to worry
about Li Suqiu’s safety. The most important thing now is to quickly restore his strength.
At this moment, not far away.
The second elder rushed over quickly and stabbed Li Suqiu with a long sword.
At the same time, the second elder did not forget to shout at the first elder: “Do not
panic, the sect master, I am here.”
Hu!
Seeing that the second elder stopped Li Suqiu, the first elder finally breathed a sigh of
relief, but still said coldly: “It’s really useless, it takes so long to deal with two people.”
After
saying that, the first elder stepped aside and waited for the effect of the medicine to play
out. effect.
In the face of the blame, the second elder was very embarrassed. In order to show his
performance, he launched a fierce attack on Li Suqiu.
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Call!
Faced with the ridicule, Li Suqiu did not respond, but he was a little anxious. At that
time, while responding to the attack of the second elder, he thought about the sixth
elder looking at him.
Li Suqiu originally thought that the Sixth Elder was also very bad, but after looking at it,
he was immediately excited.
He saw that the sixth elder was sitting there quietly, recovering his strength, and on the
ground in front of him, the accomplices of the first elder all fell in a pool of blood….
Great!
Seeing this scene, Li Suqiu was very excited.
The sixth elder actually killed all their accomplices, and the situation was not bad.

At this time, Li Suqiu thought that the sixth elder killed several people, but he didn’t
realize that these people died at the hands of Yue Feng.
Um?
Aware of Li Suqiu’s face, the second elder realized that something was wrong, so he
couldn’t help but tilt his head to look at it, and he was dumbfounded.
I saw that several companions all fell in a pool of blood and died of breathlessness.
How could this be?
For a time, the second elder’s brain was buzzing, and the whole person was shocked.
The Sixth Elder was already at the end of the fight. A few people joined forces and did
not kill him. Instead, they lost their lives one by one… That’s not right, the Sixth Elder
could not have such great ability.
scoff!
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Just when the second elder was puzzled and in a trance, Li Suqiu found an opportunity
and stabbed a bloody wound on his shoulder with his long sword.
The second elder groaned and stepped back subconsciously.
Swish!
Seeing this scene, the Great Elder hiding behind the pillar couldn’t help frowning and
said, “What are you doing? What are you doing? Hurry up and kill her…” These two
elders are getting more and more unreliable. .
Faced with the scolding, the second elder looked complicated and couldn’t help but say,
“Our people are… all dead!”
What?
Hearing this, the elder’s complexion changed, and he immediately turned his head to
look. When he saw the corpse of his companion, his face instantly turned gloomy, and
his heart was extremely complicated.
This is impossible…. The sixth elder has been injured like this, how can they kill several
people at the same time?
For a time, the Great Elder couldn’t understand anything.

Haha…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng, who was hiding behind the secret door, couldn’t help
showing a smile.
The first elder and the second elder, I am afraid that they can’t understand how their
own people died.
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng quietly broke off a few pieces of wood again, ready to
take action at any time.
“Go to hell!”
However, at this moment, Lin Ping, who was hiding behind the secret door on the
opposite side, felt that her feet were all right after a while of kneading, so she clenched
her sword and rushed out, attacking behind the Great Elder. .
broken!
Seeing this girl rushing out, Yue Feng frowned, thinking that something was wrong.
Li Suqiu had a look of joy on her face, and couldn’t help shouting, “Ping’er?” Before
separating from Lin Ping at the foot of the mountain, Li Suqiu was very worried, and she
was naturally happy to see that she was fine at this time.
But seeing her raid the Great Elder, Li Suqiu instinctively shouted, “Ping’er, don’t be
reckless.”
Li Suqiu could see clearly that the first elder was taking the healing medicine just now. It
is estimated that the injury has almost healed by now, and Lin Ping’s surprise attack at
this time may not be able to take advantage of it.
Shouting, Li Suqiu wanted to come over to help, but was entangled by the second elder
in front of him, and there was no chance at all.
“It’s you stinky girl.”
When Leng Buding saw Lin Ping rushing out, the first elder was also taken aback, but
soon his face became gloomy, and he said coldly: “You want to raid me too? “
Om!
When the last word fell, the Great Elder moved his figure, quickly dodged the sword
stabbed by Lin Ping, then went around to her side and raised his hand to knock down
her long sword.

The first elder is powerful, second only to the sect master. Although he was injured
before, his background is not comparable to Lin Ping.
clap clap!
After knocking down the long sword, the Great Elder laughed evilly, raised his hand on
Lin Ping, and sealed her acupuncture point.
In an instant, Lin Ping’s body trembled and she couldn’t move.
Oops!
Seeing this situation, Li Suqiu’s face was full of anxiety, and she couldn’t help saying,
“Don’t hurt her.” Piner is still young, and she still has a long way to go.

